
 
[អ$កស'( ស៖ *យ តុ.- អ$កផ1ល់បទស'( សន៍៖ ជី ចិន]  
[Interviewer: Tola Say. Interviewee: Chi Chen]  

 
[00:00]  
 
េនះRអងT UចែដលXតYវ[នេគយកេ]រក_ទុកេ` *រៈមនc ីរៃនចXកភពអង់េគgស 
កh iងអំឡl ងm$ ំ១៩៦៦ េqយេ.ក េហនសុន រsែលស។ េគ[នរក_ទុកអងT Uចេ`ទីេuះ 
េហvយេគមិន'នព័ត៌'នអy ីzក់ទងនឹងអងT Uចេនះេទ។ េqយ*រែតបង|g ប់លក់អងT Uច 
ខ~ i ំចង់ឱ�បងពិនិត�េមvល។ េតvបងយល់�៉ង�ែដរ? 
This is Angkuoch that was taken to keep at the British Museum in 1966 by Mr Hanson 
Rawles. They kept this instrument there but they did not have any information about 
it. Since you used to be an Angkuoch seller, I would like to share. What do you think? 

 
អងT UចេនះXបែហលR... ខ~ i ំ|g ប់ទិញពីមុន។ �XបែហលRអងT Uចែដលេធy vេqយ�េគvយ។ 
េពលែដល�េគvយេធy v ខ~ i ំ[នេ]ទិញ�យកមកលក់។ �ដូច�$ ែតម1ង។  
This [type of] Angkuoch… maybe I used to buy it once. It was possibly made by 
Ta Keuy. When I saw Ta Keuy making it, I went to buy it from him to sell. It 
looks completely the same.  

 
[00:53]   
 
អងT Uចែដលបង[នេ]ទិញ'នពណ៍ែបបេនះែដរឬេទ?  
When you bought those Angkuoch, did they have a colour like this?  
 

អត់េទ! �'នពណ៍េផ¦ង។ អងT UចេនះែXបពណ៍Xបែហលមកពី�ត់ទុកយូរ។ 
ឬស¦ីែXបពណ៍ ែតរបូ§ងេនះ ប ©̈ ញª�RអងT Uចែដល�ត់េធy v។  
No! They had another colour. This Angkuoch changed its colour because it has 
been kept for a long time. Bamboo changes colour, but its shape shows that it 
was made by him [Ta Keuy].  
 

[01:08]  
 
េតv'នែត�េគvយេទែដលេធy vអងT Uចេ`េពលេuះ? ឬ'នស់ៗេធy vែដរ? 
Was there only him [Ta Keuy] who made Angkuoch at that time? Were there other 
old makers?  

 
�ត់េធy v។ XបែហលRឪពុក�ត់ក៏េធy vែដរ។ េហvយXបែហលRបង�ត់េធy v។ 
ែតេបv�មខ~ i ំចំ� ំេនះRម៉ូដអងT Uចរបស់�ត់ េqយ*រខ~ i ំ|g ប់េ]ទិញ។  
He made it. Or perhaps his father made it. Or it was made by his brother. 
Based on my understanding, that is his style. I recognise it because I used to 
buy Angkuoch from him.  

 
[01:35]  
 
េតvអងT Uចែដល�ត់េធy v'នលក²ណៈពិេសសខុសពីអ$កដ៏ៃទែដរឬេទ?  
Does his Angkuoch have a special characteristic compared with others?  
 

�'នលក²ណៈខុស�$ ។ េបvខ~ i ំេមvលេ]អងT Uចេគេផ¦ង �´ក់ដូចRXសµចមុខ ឬខg ី។ 
�'នម៉ូដខុស�$ ។ �ខុស�$ តិចតួច។ េqយ*រខ~ i ំ|g ប់េ]ទិញ 
ខ~ i ំ·ចដឹងªអងT Uចេនះ ឬអងT Uចេuះេធy vេqយអ$ក�? េធy vេqយេ¸ ឬកូនរបស់�ត់ 
ខ~ i ំ·ចេមvលដឹង េqយ*រទឹកៃដៃន¹រេធy vខុស�$ ។  
It is different from the others. Compared with Angkuoch made by others, it 
seems that the front of this Angkuoch is more sharp-pointed and shorter. The 



style is different, slightly different. Since I used to buy Angkuoch from him [Ta 
Keuy], I can recognise which Angkuoch was made by whom. If it were made by 
his grandson or children, I could tell because the talent in making is different.  

 
[02:10]   
 
េហតុអy ី[នRបងចំ�មំ៉ូដអងT Uចរបស់�ត់?  
How do you recognise his style?  
 

អងT Uចរបស់�ត់គឺខg ី¼ងមុខ។ �ខg ី េហvយX¹ស់។ �ខg ី¼ងមុខ 
េហvយX¹ស់។ម៉ូដរបស់�មិនេស1 vងេទ គឺX¹ស់។  
The front side of his Angkuoch is shorter than others. It is short and thick. It is 
short at the front side and thick. His Angkuoch’s style was not thin.  

 
[02:29]  
 
 េតv�'នលក²ណៈX¹ស់Xតង់កែនgងខ¾ Uន ឬXតង់អ�1 ត?  
Is the body of Angkuoch thick? Or is the lamella thick?  
 

ខ¾ Uនរបស់�'នលក²ណៈX¹ស់។ �X¹ស់ េហvយ¹រmg ក់ក¿ច់របស់�ត់ក៏ខុស�$ ែដរ។ 
ខុស�$ តិចតួច!  
The body of his Angkuoch is thick. It is thick; and his motif is also different. 
Slightly different!  

 
[02:43]  
 
េតvបងសំេÂេលvក¿ច់ឆូត ឬ�៉ង�?  
Are you referring to the motif?  
 

[ទ! ក¿ច់ឆូត! �ត់qក់Rប់ ឬÄg តពី�$ ។ េហvយខ~ i ំំ[នª 
អងT Uច�ត់'នក¿លX¹ស់ េហvយខ¾ Uនក៏X¹ស់ែដរ។ ខ~ i ំំ[នែតប៉ុណÅ ឹង។  
Yes! The line! He drew large and small spaces between lines. And I remember 
that the head and body of his Angkuoch were very thick. I only remember that.  

 
[03:03]  
 
ÇគេXចvន េតv�ត់ចូលចិត1គូររបូអy ីេ`េលvេÈះរបស់អងT Uច?  
What motif did he like to draw?  
 

�ត់ចូលចិត1គូរបuc ត់Xតង់ៗ។  
He liked to draw straight lines.  

 
េតv�ត់គូរទទឹង ឬគូរបេ�1 យ?  
Did he like to draw lines width-ways or length-ways?  
 

�ត់គូរទទឹង។  
He liked to draw them width-ways.  

 
[03:19]  
 
ខ~ i ំគិតª ឪពុករបស់បងែតងគូរX[ំឆh Éត។ ចុះេតv�ត់គូរប៉ុuÊ នឆh Éតែដរ?  
I think your father [Krak Chi] drew only five lines. How about him [Ta Keuy]?  
 

�ត់គូរXបែហលR...�មខ~ i ំំ...�ត់គូរXបែហលRបួនឆh Éត។  
He drew around… if I remember… he drew only four lines.  



 
[03:39]  
 
េតv�ត់ែតងែតគូរែបបេuះរហូត? ឬzល់ែតបងX[ប់េទvបគូរ?  
Did he always draw like that? Or he only did that if you asked?  
 

�ត់គូរដូចRម៉ូដរបស់�ត់ែតម1ង។  
He always drew like that as his style.  

 
[03:46]  
 
េពលែដលបងជួប�ត់ បងំª�ត់XបែហលR·យុប៉ុuÊ នm$ ំែដរ?  
When you met him, do you remember how old he was?  

 
េពលែដលខ~ i ំជួប�ត់ �ត់XបែហលR'ន·យុចិតRង។ ·យុ�ត់េXចvន 
េqយ*រែត�ត់ស់ែដរេហvយ! XបែហលR'ន·យុចិតRង។ 
When I met him, he was over 70 years old. He was old. He was about over 70 
years old.  

 
[04:00]  
 
េតv�ត់មិនែមនេធy vែតអងT Uចឬស¦ីេទ? េតv�ត់េធy vអងT UចXបេភទេផ¦ងែដរឬេទ?  
Did he make only Angkuoch Russey? Did he make other type of Angkuoch?  

 
េពលែដលខ~ i ំជួប�ត់ �ត់េធy vែតអងT Uចឬស¦ី។  
When I met him, he did only Angkuoch Russey.  

 
េតv�ត់មិនេធy vអងT Uចែដកេទ?  
Didn’t he make Angkuoch Daek?  
 

អត់េទ! ែត�ត់'នអងT Uចែដកែដរ។ ខ~ i ំមិនដឹងª�ត់េធy v ឬអត់េទ។ 
ខ~ i ំមិន[នសួរuំ�ត់េទ។ �ត់X�ន់ែតយកមកប ©̈ ញ។ េពលែដល�ត់ប ©̈ ញខ~ i ំ 
ខ~ i ំសួរ�ត់ª៖ អត់'នេធy vអងT Uចែដរេទ? �ត់ª �ត់មិន'នេពលេធy vេទ។ 
�ត់េធy vែតអងT Uចឬស¦ី។  
No! But he had one Angkuoch Daek. I am not sure whether he made it or not. I 
did not ask him. He only showed me. When he was showing me, I asked: ‘Do 
you also make Angkuoch Daek?’ He said he did not have time to do so. He 
made only Angkuoch Russey.  

 
[04:40]  
 
េតvកូនេ¸របស់�ត់េ`បន1េធy vែដរឬេទេពលេនះ?  
Do his children keep making Angkuoch now or not?  
 

កូនេ¸របស់�ត់XបែហលRឈប់េធy vអស់េហvយ។ ពួក�ត់'ន¹រ¨រេធy v 
េហvយពួក�ត់ក៏ឈប់េធy v។ 
His children might have stopped making Angkuoch. They have jobs and they 
stopped making.  

 
XបែហលRពួក�ត់េធy vពីមុន?  
Perhaps they did before?  

 
ពួក�ត់េធy vពីមុន។  
They did before.  

 



[04:53] 
 
កូនេ¸របស់�ត់?  
His children?  
 

[ទ! កូនេ¸របស់�ត់េធy vzងំអស់�$ ¹លពីមុន។ ពីរuក់! ពីរuក់ែដលេធy v! 
េពលែដលខ~ i ំេ]ទិញ ខ~ i ំជួបពួក�ត់កំពុងេធy v។ ពួក�ត់េធy vមិនដូចឪពុក�ត់េទ។ 
ពួក�ត់េធy vខុសម៉ូដ�$ ។  
Yes! All his children made Angkuoch before. Two sons! Two sons made it! 
When I went to buy [Angkuoch], I saw they were making it. They did not make 
it like their father. They made a different style.  

 
[05:13]  
 
�េគvយRអ$កេធy vអងT Uច។ េតvបងដងឹª�ត់េចះេលងែដរឬអត់?  
Ta Keuy was an Angkuoch maker. Do you happen to know whether he was also an 
Angkuoch player?  
 

�ត់េលងឱ�ខ~ i ំេមvល។ �ត់Ðc ត់ និងប Ñ̈ ប់ខ~ i ំ។  
He played for me. He played and advised me.  

 
[05:21]  
 
¹រÐc ត់អងT Uចរបស់�ត់ និង¹រÐc ត់អងT Uចរបស់ឪពុកបងដូច�$ ែដរឬេទ? 
Was his Angkuoch playing different from your father’s?  
 

មÒ៉ង'$ ក់!  
They had their own style.  

 
អÓÔ ឹង'នន័យª មិនដូច�$ េទ?  
So that means it was not the same?  
 

អត់!ែតសេមgងXសេដÕង�$ ! មÒ៉ង'$ ក់!  
No! But it sounded similar. Own style!  

 
[05:35] 
 
 ចុះរេបÕបែដល�ត់Ðc ត់ េតv�ត់េXបvេមៃដ ឬចងÖ iលៃដ?  
So how about his playing technique? Did he use his thumb or his forefinger?  

 
ខ~ i ំេឃvញ�ត់Ðc ត់ េqយេXបvែតេមៃដេទ។  
I saw he played by using his thumb.  

 
[05:47]  
 
ចុះឪពុកបង?  
How about your father?  

 
ឪពុកខ~ i ំេXបvេមៃដែដរ។  
My father uses his thumb.  

 
អÓÔ ឹង'នន័យª រេបÕបៃន¹រÐc ត់គឺដូច�$ ។  
So that means the playing technique is the same.  
 

ដូច�$ ! ែតសេមgងខ�ល់ដូច�$ តិចៗ!  



Yes! But the sound is slightly different!  
 
អÓÔ ឹង'នន័យªសេមgងមិនដូច�$ េទ!  
So the sound is not the same?  
 

[ទ! ¹រÐc ត់ដូច�$  ែតសេមgងមិនដូច�$ េទ។  
Yes! Playing technique is the same but the sound is not the same.  
 

[06:12]  
 
ចុះសេមgងៃន¹រÐc ត់របស់បង និងឪពុកបងដូច�$ ែដរឬេទ?  
Is the sound of your father’s playing and yours the same?  
 

សេមgងខុស�$ ! សេមgងខុស�$ តិចៗ! មិនដូច�$ េទ! 
The sound is different. Slightly different! Not really the same!  

 
·ចនិ�យ[នេទª េ`េពលែដលបងេលងយូរៗេ] 
បងក៏េចះបេងÙ vតច ÿ កេ់ភgងេqយខ¾ Uនឯង។ ឬ'នអy េីផ¦ងពីេនះ?  
Is it possible to say that after you had played it [Angkuoch] for a while, then you 
could create rhythms by yourself? Or did this happen in another way?  

 
យូរៗេ] ខ~ i ំេចះែតបេងÙ vតេqយខ¾ Uនឯងម1ងបន1 ិចៗ។ 
ខ~ i ំបេងÙ vតឱ�សេមgងៃន¹រេលងរបស់ខ~ i ំខុសពីេគ។ ខ~ i ំេចះែតៃច$ឱ�សេមgងែបgកពីេគ។  
When I played it [Angkuoch] for a very long time, I slowly learnt to create a 
song [/rhythm] by myself. I tried to create my unique sound. I tried to make 
the sound of my playing unique.  

 
[06:48]  
 
េតvបងេលងឱ�ែបgកេដvមÜីអy ី?  
Why did you try to make it unique?  
 

ឱ�េគប់·រមÊណ៍! [េសvច...!] 
To attract people to listen! [Laughs…!]  

 
ែតេតvេគប់·រមÊណ៍ែដរឬេទ? 
Were people interested?  
 

េគប់·រមÊណ៍។ េពលែដលខ~ i ំÐc ត់ េគនឹងប់·រមÊណ៍។ េពលែដលខ~ i ំេ]លក់ 
មនុស¦ÇគេXចvនប់·រមÊណ៍ េqយ*រ�ខុសេគ។ ខ~ i ំមិនដឹងªេគទិញ ឬអត់េទ 
ែតេគេXចvនមកេមvល។ េពលែដលខ~ i ំÐc ត់ េគឈប់េមvល។ េបvសX'ប់អ$កេលងខ¾ iយ ឬXទ 
េគ*ុនំឹងេមvលេឃvញេXចvន។ ែតសX'ប់អងT Uច េគឈប់េមvល 
និងសួរuំេពលែដលខ~ i ំÐc ត់។ អ$កខgះ*កÐc ត់ែដរ ែតេគÐc ត់មិនេកvត 
េគក៏ទិញទុកេធy vRអនុស_វរ Þយ៍។ ែតខ~ i ំលក់មិនសូវ[នៃថgេទ។ េសvច...!  
People were attracted to it. When I played, they were interested to listen. 
When I went to sell Angkuoch, there were many people interested to listen. 
They listened to it because it is a rare instrument. I did not know if they wanted 
to buy it, but there were many people came to watch. When I played, they 
stopped and listened. People did not really pay attention to those who played 
khloy [flute] or tro [Khmer fiddle], because they always saw those 
[instruments]. As for Angkuoch, people stopped and asked me about it when I 
was playing. Some people also tried to play it, but they could not play well. 
Hence, they bought it as souvenir. However, I could not sell it at a high price. 
[Laughs…!]  

 



[07:50]  
 
ចុះ'នអ$កេផ¦ងលក់អងT Uចែដរឬេទ? ឬ'នែតបងេទ?  
Were there other Angkuoch sellers? Or only you?  
 

'នែដរ!  
There were other sellers.  

 
ចុះរេបÕបៃន¹រÐc ត់របស់េគ�៉ងេម៉ចែដរ?  
How about their playing techniques?  
 

េគÐc ត់ែតមួយែភgតៗ។ េពលែដលេគÐc ត់មួយែភgតរចួ េគក៏ឈប់Ðc ត់។ ចំែណកខ~ i ំ វ àញ 
ខ~ i ំផcត់[នយូរ។ ÇគេXចvន េគក៏មកសួរខ~ i ំែដរ។ េពលែដលេគមកលក់ េគមកសួរខ~ i ំª 
េតvÐc ត់�៉ង�េទvប[នយូរ? ខ~ i ំក៏X[ប់េគពីរេបÕបៃន¹រÐc ត់ 
ែតេគÐc ត់មិន[នយូរ។ េគÐc ត់[នែតមួយែភgត។ ប Ñ̈ ប់េគ[នមួយែភgតៗែដរ! 
ៃថáខg ះ េគក៏លក់qច់។  
They could not play for long. When they could not play any longer, they 
stopped. For me, I could play long. Most of the time, they came to ask me 
[about that]. When they came to sell the instruments, they asked me how they 
too could play for a long time. I told them about the playing technique, yet 
they still could not play long for a long time. They could play for a short while 
only. I shared some tips. Sometimes they could sell the instrument well.  

 
[08:27]  
 
េតvÐc ត់ែបប�េទvប[នយូរ?  
How can you play it for a long time?  
 

ខ~ i ំXតYវដកដេង© vមេចញ និងដកដេង© vមចូល�ម'ត់ េទvបÐc ត់[នយូរ។ 
េXÈះខ~ i ំមិន[នដកដេង© vម�មXចមុះ ដូេច$ះខ~ i ំXតYវដកដេង© vម�ម'ត់េទvបេធy v[ន។ 
Xចមុះខ~ i ំដកដេង© vម[នតិចៗែតប៉ុេ�Å ះ! ខ~ i ំមិនដកដេង© vម¼g ងំេទ។ 
ខ~ i ំXតYវដកដេង© vមេចញ និងដកដេង© vមចូល�ម'ត់ េទvបÐc ត់[នយូរ។ 
I need to breathe in and out through the mouth to play for a long time. Since I 
cannot breathe through the nose, I should breathe through the mouth. I can 
breathe a little bit through my nose. I should not breathe heavily. I need to 
breathe in and out through mouth to keep my playing going for longer.  

 
[08:58]  
 
េតv(បង·ចេលង)យូរបំផុតប៉ុuÊ នuទីែដរ?  
How long is the longest time [you can play for]?  

 
យូរបំផុតXបែហលRX[ំuទី េ]X[ំមួយuទី! [េសvច...!] 
The longest [I can play] is five minutes to six minutes. [Laughs…!]  

 
អត់ដល់កនgះេ'៉ងេទ?  
Not 30 minutes?  
 

អត់េទ! អត់ដល់កនgះេ'៉ងេទ! [េសvច...!]  
No! I cannot play for 30 minutes! [Laughs…!]  

 
[09:13]  
 
េតvេគÐc ត់ដូច�$  ឬខុស�$ ពីមួយជំuន់េ]មួយជំuន់? េគេធy vឱ�សេមgងេuះដូច�$  
ឬខុស�$ ?  



Do people play the same way from generation to generation? Do they make the 
same sound or different sound?  
 

ខុសៗ�$ ! �មិនដូច�$ េទ។ េគែតងែតៃច$រហូត ដូចេនះសេមgងេចះែតខុសៗ�$ ែដរ។  
Different! It cannot be the same. People keep creating new sounds, and that is 
why sounds always change.  

 
េ`េពលែដលេគបេងÙ vតសេមgងខុស�$  បងគិតª�Rេរæងលç េទ?  
When people keep making different sounds, does that seem good to you?  
 

�Rេរæងលç ។  
It is good.  

 
[09:48]  
 
 េហតុអy ី[នRបងគិតª �Rេរæងលç ?  
Why do you think it is good?  
 

េXÈះមនុស¦េចះៃច$Xបឌិតឱ�[នេXចvន!  
Because people always find new creativity!  

 
[09:56]  
 
េqយ*របង[នេលងអងT UចRេXចvនm$ ំ េតvបង[នបេងÙ vតបទេqយខ¾ Uនឯងែដរឬេទ? 
'នប៉ុuÊ នបទ?  
Since you have been an Angkuoch player for many years, could you please tell how 
many rhythms / songs have you created?  
 

[េសvច...!] 'នេXចvន! ខ~ i ំេចះែតៃច$ឱ�'នេXចvនបទ។  
[Laughs…!] A lot! I have created a lot of songs.  
 

[10:20]  
 
'នសេមgងេលvកqក់Rេដvម?  
Different rhythms?  
 

[ទ!  
Yes!  

 
ចុះេបvេXបéបេធÕបពីមុន និងឥឡY វ េតvមនុស¦ចូលចិត1េលងអងT UចតិចRងមុន 
ឬេXចvនRងមុន? ចង់ដងឹពី*ë នÇពរបស់អងT Uច�៉ងេម៉ចេហvយ!  
Do people nowadays like to play Angkuoch less or more than before? How is the 
situation of Angkuoch now?  
 

ដូចមិនសូវ'ន! 
Not really!  

 
មិនសូវ'នអ$កេលង?  
There are not many players?  
 

[ទ!  
That’s right!  

 
ចុះេពលែដលបងប់េផ1vមលក់ដំបូងៗ?  
How was it when you first started?  



 
េពលែដលខ~ i ំលក់ពីដំបូង ខ~ i ំគិតª¹លេuះ'នអ$កេលងេXចvន។ 
ែតេ`េពលែដលពួកេយvងឈប់លក់ �ប់េផ1vម[ត់បន1 ិចម1ងៗ។ និ�យេ] 
ពួកេយvងលក់[នតៃមgេªកេពក។ លក់[នតៃមgេªក េហvយេគក៏េរ ÞសេXចvន!  
When I first started selling Angkuoch, I think that there were more Angkuoch 
players. When I stopped, however, that started to dwindle over time. Frankly 
speaking, we could sell Angkuoch for a very cheap price! Very cheap! People 
checked [the quality] a lot before buying.  

 
[11:12]  
 
េតvអ$កេលងអងT UចÇគេXចvនRមនុស¦េកÊង ឬស់?  
Are most Angkuoch players young or old?  

 
មិនសូវ'នមនុស¦ស់េទÇគេXចvន។ 'នែតេកÊងៗ! 
េកÊងៗែដល'ន·យុប់ពី២០ េ]៣០m$ ំ! េបvមនុស¦ស់មិនសូវ'នេទ!  
There are not so many old people! Mostly young people! Young people aged 
from 20 to 30 years old. Not many old people.  

 
[11:26] 
 
េតvស់ៗមិនេចះេលងអងT Uចេទឬ? [សួរម1ងេទÕត៖ េតvស់ៗមិនេចះេលងអងT Uចេទឬ?]  
Don’t older people play Angkuoch? [Question is repeated: Don’t older people play 
Angkuoch?]  
 

ស់ៗេលងែដរ ែតពួក�ត់មិនសូវប់·រមÊណ៍េទ។  
Older people played but they were not very interested in playing.  

 
[11:36] 
អÓÔ ឹង'នែតេកÊងៗេទែដលប់·រមÊណ៍?  
So it’s mostly younger people who are interested?  
 

[ទ!  
Yes!  

 
[11:43] 
 

អូហ៌! សមែតស់ៗេចះេលង!  
Oh! It should be that older people like to play!  
 
ស់ៗមិនសូវេចះេលងេទ!  
Old people do not really play.  

 
ប៉ុែន1 ពួក�ត់*Ñ ល់អងT Uច?  
But they know about Angkuoch?  
 

[ទ! ពួក�ត់*Ñ ល់ ប៉ុែន1 ពួក�ត់មិនេលងេទ។ ខ~ i ំេឃvញែតេកÊងៗRអ$កេលង។ 
'នែតេកÊងតំបន់X[*ទេទែដលេចះេលង! [េសvច!]  
Yes! They know about it, but they did not want to play it. I mostly saw young 
people play it. Only the young people around the temple knew how to play! 
[Laughs…]  

 
'នែតេកÊងៗតំបន់X[*ទេទែដលេចះេលង? 
Only young people around the temple?  
 



[ទ! ÇគេXចvនេ`�មតំបន់X[*ទែដលេចះេលង។  
Yes! Mostly, young people who lived around the temple knew how to play.  

 
[12:06] 
 
ចុះេគមិនេលងអងT Uចកh iងភូមិេទ?  
Did people in the village play Angkuoch?  
 

េ`កh iងភូមិក៏'នមនុស¦េចះេលងែដរ!  
There were people who knew how to play.  

 
ប៉ុែន1មនុស¦េកÊងឬស់ែដលេលងេ`កh iងភូមិ? េ`កh iងភូមិ? 
But young or old people? In the village?  

 
េ`កh iងភូមិ'នÇគេXចvនមនុស¦ស់ខgះ និងេកÊងខgះ។  
In the village, there were some young people and some old people.  

 
េតvេកÊងៗេលងេដvមÜីអy ី?  
What did young people play for?  

 
[េសvច...!] 
[Laughs…!]  

 
េកÊងតូចឬេកÊងធំៗ?  
Were they small kids or big kids?  
 

េកÊងតូចៗខgះ និងេកÊងធំៗខg ះ!  
Some were small and some were big!  

 
េតvេកÊងបំផុត·យុខcង់ប៉ុuÊ នែដរ?  
What was the youngest age?  

 
េកÊងបំផុត·យុខcង់X[ំពីរ ឬX[ំបីm$ ំ។  
The youngest was seven or eight years old.  

 
[12:48]  
 
េតvេគX�ន់ែតÐc ត់េលង? ឬÐc ត់េដvមÜីអy ី?  
Did they play for fun? Or for some other purpose?  
 

េគÐc ត់េលង។ េគÐc ត់X�ន់ែតសX'ប់លឺសេមgង។ [េសvច...!] 
They just played for fun. They just played to get a sound. [Laughs…!]  

 
ចុះបង|g ប់េឃvញXសីៗេលងអងT Uចែដរឬអត់?  
Have you ever seen women playing Angkuoch?  
 

អត់ែដលេឃvញ! ខ~ i ំមិនសូវែដលេឃvញ។ អត់េឃvញេ*ះ!  
No! I have never seen any. Never!  

 
អត់េឃvញេ*ះ?  
Never?  
 

[ទ!  
That’s right!  

 



ចុះទិញ? 
How about buying?  
 

េបvនិ�យពីេរæងទិញ 'នមនុស¦XសីទិញអងT Uចែដរ។  
If you’re talking about buying, women also buy.  

 
ែតេគមិនេលងេទ?  
But they do not play?  
 

េគមិនសូវេលងេទ។  
They do not play.  

 
ែតបង|g ប់េឃvញXសីៗេលងអងT Uចកh iងភូមិែដរឬេទ?  
Have you ever seen women in the village play Angkuoch?  
 

េ`កh iងភូមិពីមុន 'នXសីៗលក់ែដរ។ ែតេពលេនះ េគឈប់លក់េហvយ។ 
េគឈប់លក់េហvយ។ �ត់េñÊ ះ «បុិ»។ �ត់េñÊ ះ «Xសីបុិ»។ 
There were two girls who sold Angkuoch. But they stopped. They stopped 
selling it. One of them is named, ‘Pek’. Her name is Pek.  

 
េតv�ត់រស់េ`ភូមិ�ែដរ?  
Where did she live?  
 

�ត់រស់េ`ភូមិ¼ងេ�ះ។ �ត់េ`ភូមិXសះXសង់¼ងតÜY ង។  
She lived in another village. She lived in north Sras Srang.  

 
េតv�ត់េលងអងT Uចែដរឬេទ?  
Did she play Angkuoch as well?  
 

�ត់េលងអងT Uចែដរ េហvយ�ត់ក៏លក់អងT Uចែដរពីមុន។ បuc ប់មក 
បÖ Éន�ត់ក៏េចះេលងែដរ។  
She played Angkuoch and she used to sell Angkuoch too. Then, her sister also 
played.  

 
បÖ ÉនXសីែដរ?  
Also her sister?  
 

បÖ ÉនXសីែដរ! បÖ ÉនXសី�ត់េចះេលងែដរ ែត�ត់ឈប់លក់អស់េហvយ។  
Her sister too! Her sister played Angkuoch too, but she stopped.  

 
[13:57] 
 
េតv�ត់'ន·យុប៉ុuÊ នែដរ?  
How old is she now?  
 

·យុ�ត់XបែហលRRងៃម(m$ ំ។  
She is around 20 years old.  

 
'នន័យª �ត់េចះេលង�ំងពីេ`េកÊង?  
That means she had played Angkuoch since she was young?  
 

�ត់េចះេលង�ំងពី�ត់េ`េកÊងេមgះ។ �ត់េចះេលង�ំងពី�ត់េ`តូច។  
She knew how to play since she was young. She knew how to play since she 
was very young.  

 



េតv'1 យឪពុក�ត់Rអ$កេធy vអងT Uច?  
Were her parents Angkuoch makers?  
 

អត់េទ!�ត់ទិញតពីេគ។ �ត់ទិញយកេ]លក់ឱ�េភôéវ 
ែតេពលេនះ�ត់ឈប់លក់េហvយ។  
No! She bought them from someone else. She bought them to sell to tourists, 
but she has already stopped.  

 
[14:17]  
 
េ`េពលែដលេគឈប់លក់សឹងXគប់�$  បងគិតªអuគតរបស់អងT Uចនឹងេ]R�៉ង�?  
Given that all the sellers have stopped selling Angkuoch, what do you think about the 
future of Angkuoch?  
 

[េសvច...!] អត់ដឹងែដរ!�េចះែត[ត់បង់។ ែតខ~ i ំមិនឱ�[ត់បង់េទ 
េqយខ~ i ំប Ñ̈ ប់កö Uយខ~ i ំឱ�េចះេXចvនែដរ។ កö Uយៗតូចរបស់ខ~ i ំេចះzងំអស់!  
[Laughs…!] I do not know. It is disappearing. However, I do not let it disappear, 
because I teach my nephews. They all know.  

 
េតvពួក�ត់េចះេលង ឬេចះេធy v? 
Do they know the playing or making? 

 
េចះÐc ត់ េចះេលង និងេចះេធy vែដរ!  
They know flicking, playing and making. [Note from TS: CC seemed to refer to 
‘flicking’ as making a sound with the instrument using only the hands, and 
‘playing’ as producing sound with mouth and hands.] 
 
េចះេXចvន! កö Uយខ~ i ំពីរ ឬបីuក់! េ`េពលែដលពួក�ត់·យុX[ំm$ ំ ឬX[ំមួយm$ ំ 
ពួក�ត់េចះÐc ត់ ែតមិនេចះេធy vេទ។ េបvកö Uយពីរuក់េទÕតែដល'ន·យុដប់m$ ំ 
ពួក�ត់េចះេធy v។  
They know a lot, my two or three nephews! When they turned five or six years 
old, they learned to play, yet they did not know the making then. And there 
were other two nephews aged around 10 years old, and they know the making 
process.  

 
[14:58]  
 
បងមិនប Ñ̈ ប់កö UយXសីឱ�េលងែដរេទ?  
Don’t you teach your nieces to play?  
 

កö UយXសីខ~ i ំេ`តូច។ ខ~ i ំមិន'នកö UយXសីធំេទ។ 'នែត·យុតិចៗ! [េសvច...!] 
My nieces are very young. I don’t have big nieces. I only have small nieces! 
[Laughs…]  

 
ខ~ i ំ'នកö UយXប lសេXចvន។ Xប lសធំៗ ែតខ~ i ំមិន'នកö UយXសីធំៗេទ! 
ខ~ i ំ'នែតកö UយXសីតូចៗ។ 'នែតប៉ុuÊ នuក់េទ! [េសvច...!] 
I have many nephews. They are growing up, yet my nieces are still very young. 
I have only young nieces. A few! [Laughs…!]  

 
[15:21]  
 
េតvេគែដលេXបvអងT Uចេ]េXបéបេធÕបនឹងអy ីមួយេទ?  
Are there any particular expressions that people use when they talk about Angkuoch?   
 

ដូចRអត់ែដល'នេទ! អត់!  



It seems not. No!  
 
េqយ*រែតខ~ i ំ|g ប់លឺª េគមិនឱ�មនុស¦Xសីេលងខ¾ iយេទ។  
I heard a story that women are not supposed to play khloy [flute].  
 

[េសvច...!] 
[Laughs…!]  

 
េតvអងT Uច'នេរæងដូច�$ ែដរឬេទ?  
Does Angkuoch have the same story?  
 

អត់េទ! អត់េរ Þសេទ!  
No! No!  

 
[15:43]   
 
ខ~ i ំគិតª ខ~ i ំ[នសួរបងXគប់សំណួរេហvយ។ 
េតvេ`'នចំណុចសំ¼ន់�ែដលបងចង់ែចករ÷ែលកឬេទ?  
I think I have asked you all the questions. Are there any other important things you 
want to share with me?  
 

[េសvច...!] 
[Laughs…!]  

 
សងøឹមªអងT Uចេ]R�៉ង�េ`ៃថá¼ងមុខ? 
What is your hope for the future of Angkuoch?  
 

ខ~ i ំសងøឹមª  �នឹងរ ÞកចេXមvន។  
I hope it will be developed.  

 
សងøឹមª'នអ$កេលងេXចvន?  
Do you hope that there will be more players in the future?  
 

[ទ! ខ~ i ំសងøឹមេqយ*រខ~ i ំ[នប Ñ̈ ប់កö Uយៗខ~ i ំឱ�េលង[នេXចvន។ េពលែដលធំេឡvង 
�ត់·ចេ]លក់ និងជួយផ¦ពyផ_យ[ន។  
Yes! I do hope that because I have taught my nephews a lot. When they grow 
up, they can promote it by selling it.  

 
'នន័យª បងេ`ែតចង់ឱ�កö Uយេ]លក់អងT Uចែដរ?  
That means you still want your nephews to sell Angkuoch?  
 

[េសvច...!] ចង់ឱ��ត់រក_ កុំឱ�[ត់បង់!  
[Laughs…!] I want them to preserve it! To not let it disappear!  

 
ឱ�កö Uយេ]លក់អងT Uចែដរ? 
Do you want your nephews to sell Angkuoch?  

 
[ទ! កុំឱ�[ត់បង់អងT Uច! ដូចេនះ �ត់·ចេ]លក់ េហvយអ$កដៃទនឹងដឹង។ 
េបvេ`ែតផcះ េគមិនដឹងª េគេធy vអងT UចេqយរេបÕប�េទ?  
Yes! Do not let it disappear! So they can go to sell it, and then other people 
will know about it. If they only stay at home, how can other people know 
[about Angkuoch]?  

 
េតv¹រេលងអងT Uច'ន*រៈសំ¼ន់�៉ង�សX'ប់បង?  
Is playing Angkuoch important to you?  



 
េ`េពលែដលបងេលងអងT Uច េតvបងែដលនឹកេឃvញេរæងពីមុនេទ?  
When you played Angkuoch, has it ever brought back memories for you?  
 

េពលែដលខ~ i ំេលង ខ~ i ំនឹកេឃvញេពលែដលខ~ i ំលក់អងT Uចឱ�េភôéវ។ ចង់[នលុយ! 
េពលែដលខ~ i ំÐc ត់េ] ពួកេគសរេសvរខ~ i ំªខ~ i ំ·ចេធy vសេមgង¼g ងំ និងពិេ§ះ។ ប៉ុណ$ ឹង!  
When I play, I always think of the time when I sold Angkuoch and wanted to 
earn money! When I played, people always complimented me on my loud and 
beautiful sound. That is it.  

 
អÓÔ ឹង អងT Uចេធy vឱ�បងគិតពី¹របេងÙ vតសេមgងថÊីឱ�េគ*1 ប់?  
So Angkuoch reminds you about your creativity to make new music?  
 

[ទ!  
Yes!  

 
លç ! អរគុណបង!  
Great! Thank you!  
 

អរគុណៗ!  
Thank you!  

 
[17:38-END]  
 

 


